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FESTIVALS AND AWARDS
60th Berlin International Film Festival (World Premiere)
NOMINATED – Golden Bear
WINNER - Silver Bear for Best Actor (Grigory Dobrygin)
WINNER - Silver Bear for Best Actor (Sergei Puskepalis)
WINNER - Silver Bear for Outstanding Artistic Contribution (Pavel
Kostomarov)
WINNER – Best Film – 54th BFI London Film Festival
WINNER – Gold Hugo for Best Feature Film – 46th Chicago Int’l Film Festival
NOMINATED – Best European Cinematographer (Pavel Kostomarov) –
European Film Awards
HONORABLE MENTION - 2010 Sydney Film Festival
OFFICIAL SELECTION –
Toronto Int’l Film Festival
New Directors/New Films
San Francisco Int’l Film Festival
Vancouver Int’l Film Festival
Karlovy Vary Int’l Film Festival
Sarajevo int’l Film Festival
Transylvania Int’l Film Festival
New Zealand Int’l Film Festival

SYNOPSIS
On a desolate island in the Arctic Circle, two men work at a small
meteorological station, taking readings from their radioactive surroundings.
Sergei, a gruff professional in his fifties, takes his job very seriously. His new
partner, bright eyed college grad Pavel, retreats to his MP3 player and video
games to avoid Sergei’s imposing presence. One day while Sergei is out,
inexperienced Pavel receives terrible news for Sergei from HQ. Intimidated,
Pavel can’t bring himself to disclose the information. When the truth is finally
revealed, the consequences explode against a chilling backdrop of thick fog,
sharp rocks, and the merciless Arctic Sea.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
I think I was 14, a city kid, by chance reading diaries of Pinegin, a
companion to Sedov’s 1912 tragic effort to reach North Pole. That was a
hastily-planned expedition, and when their vessel got ice-bound some
thousand miles both from the goal and the nearest dwelling, the leader
calmly stated: ‘So we will spend the winter here’. (In fact it became two
winters for the crew, and eternity for Sedov. This was before radio,
emergency air lifts or GPS became consumer goods). At that time ‘a winter’
felt like half of my life. It still often does. Ever since I was fascinated with
this ability to come to terms with notions of time and space drastically
different from our common scale of hours and minutes or blocks and metro
stops. This film, essentially, is a story of two personal (and incompatible)
time-and-space scales. All of us being city dwellers, we tell the story from
the point of view of the younger character whose life experience is much
closer to ours. However, in making this film our effort was to become
subjects to the nature of extreme North, to let go of rigid pre-planned
concepts and be open and attentive to what it could offer us. And it had a lot
to offer. I still can’t believe how it felt at times.
– Alexei Popogrebsky

BIOGRAPHIES & FILMOGRAPHIES
ALEXI POPOGREBSKY
Director & Writer
Alexei Popogrebsky was born on August 7, 1972 in Moscow, into the family of
screenwriter Pyotr Popogrebsky. Alexei graduated from Moscow State
University with a degree in psychology. In 1994 he teamed up with his friend
Boris Khlebnikov, a film theory student at VGIK. After a few short films, they
finalized their debut feature, ROADS TO KOKTEBEL (2003), produced by
Roman Borisevich. The film screened at many festivals, including the Berlin
int’l Film Festival, and received a number of awards. Alexei and Boris then
went on to work independently, collaborating with producer Roman
Borisevich under the Koktebel Film Company marquee.
2010 HOW I ENDED THIS SUMMER (KAK YA PROVEL ETIM LETOM)
2007 SIMPLE THINGS (PROSTYE VESHCHI)
2003 ROADS TO KOKTEBEL (KOKTEBEL)
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GRIGORY DOBRYGIN
Pavel
Grigory Dobrygin was born in 1986 in Petropavlovsk-on-Kamchatka (Russia’s
Far East), into a family of a ballerina and a submarine officer. When he was
10, the family moved to Moscow and Grigory enrolled with the Choreography
Academy of the Bolshoi Theater. Since 2006 he is a student at Russian
Theater Academy (GITIS). The part in HOW I ENDED THIS SUMMER was his
debut in film. Grigory later starred in BLACK LIGHTNING, a super-hero action
blockbuster produced by Timur Bekmambetov.
SERGEI PUSKEPALIS
Sergei
Sergei Puskepalis was born in 1966 in Kursk, Russia. Between 1970 and
1979 he lived in Chukotka, where his parent worked at Bilibino Nuclear Plant.
After graduating from Saratov Theater Institute he performed in Saratov
Youth Theatre. Leaning more and more toward directing, Sergei enrolled with
Pyotr Fomenko, the great Russian mentor. Since 2001 Sergei has staged
numerous productions all across Russia. From 2003 till 2007 Sergei helmed
Magnitogorsk Drama Theater, and in 2009 was appointed the Artistic Director
of Yaroslavl Drama Theater, Russia’s oldest professional stage company.
Sergei met Alexei Popogrebsky on the set of ROADS TO KOKTEBEL, which
starred his son Gleb Puskapalis. Alexei’s next film, SIMPLE THINGS, became
Sergei’s debut in film. The lead part of underpaid anesthetist Maslov won
Serge numerous accolades, including Best Actor at the Sochi and Karlovy
Vary Film Festivals. Sergei does not pursue an active career in film, however,
it was set from the beginning that he would play the part in HOW I ENDED
THIS SUMMER.
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INTERVIEW WITH THE DIRECTOR
Why did you choose Chukotka as the setting for your new movie? Did
you consider this polar station as a specific place on the map of the
world or as just a conventional space within which your story could
develop?
Ever since I was a kid I have been fascinated by the diaries of polar
explorers. Their ability to come to terms with the monstrous vastness of time
and space still amazes me. I guess this story of two men living and working
in complete isolation slowly developed inside me over the years. Having
made two features, I felt I was ready for this challenge. It was clear that for
this type of movie we had to merge completely with the actual, real setting.
We did some research and found the Valkarkai Polar Station on the
northernmost tip of Chukotka. If you look at the map, it is literally the end of
the world. We went there for location scouting in 2007 and fell in love with
the place. Back home, a big surprise was waiting for me. I was proudly
showing this place on the map to Sergey Puskepalis, who starred in my
previous movie, Simple Things, and for whom I wrote one of the two parts in
the new script. He looked at it and then stated matter-of-factly: “I lived near
there for nine years”. This is true; when he was a child, his parents worked
at a nuclear plant in Chukotka. Thanks to that, Sergey, who plays the
seasoned polar meteorologist, fitted in completely with the local workers
from the very start. Our plan was for the actors to wear their protagonists’
clothes, live their life and follow their routine a hundred percent of the time,
which helped a lot.
Did you shoot at a real polar station or did you have to build any
sets?
The place where we filmed and lived for three months is still a working
weather station. To get there from the nearest town, you need to ride for
about five hours on a caterpillar transporter across the tundra; there is no
road. It has existed since 1932, and there are five people living there now,
although once there were twelve, plus the crew of a military radar station
nearby [you see glimpses of it in the movie]. There is another
mysterious location in the movie, the Fog Station, which has been abandoned
since 1981. It is so remote, and so hard to reach, that we were pretty much
the only people to visit in the last thirty years. This meant that we had to
travel ten miles on an inflatable boat across the Arctic Ocean, and then haul
all our equipment up steep rocks. The location and the natural surroundings
had a lot to offer; we simply had to be very attentive and have everything
blend in with the surroundings. We made sure that whatever sets we built or
modified did not stand out from this unspoiled natural and very unique
setting. Some of the things we needed simply had to be built. For example,
there were four RITEG isotope generators [the radioactive device that
appears in the movie] at that location for a few decades, but, naturally, we
had to make a replica for safety reasons.
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How many people were there in the crew? Were there any rules you
followed while shooting the movie in such a harsh environment?
The core of the crew was the people with whom I have worked on previous
movies. In putting together the rest of the team, we followed two additional
principles. The unit had to be self-contained and as mobile as possible, so
each crew member had to have multiple skills in film and some extra ones
like welding, driving a boat or hunting. We succeeded in this, and at the end
of the day, if I had to conquer the North Pole or something similar, I would
put together the same bunch of people. That place is for real, and polar
bears are a fact of life there. From the very start we made it a rule that no
one should venture beyond the station limits alone. During the first two
months there were no bear sightings, so somehow this rule became rather
relaxed. In September, polar bears became an almost daily occurrence, and
I, for instance, had a one-on-one encounter with a bear that I fondly
remember as the most terrifying experience of my life. Luckily, there were no
accidents, although it’s not so much the bears as the elements that are the
real threat in the Arctic.
Why did you choose Sergey Puskepalis and Grigory Dobrygin for the
leading roles?
As I have already mentioned, this is the second time that we are working
with Sergey Puskepalis. I met him through his son, who played the lead part
in Roads to Koktebel. Sergey is a theater director and currently the artistic
head of Russia‘s oldest theater in Yaroslavl. Simple Things was his debut as a
movie actor, and he received many awards for his portrayal of an underpaid
anaesthetist from St. Petersburg. Sergey has the very special gift of
projecting an intense authenticity that is taken to the next level in the new
movie. I‘d searched for the second actor (and remember, there are only two
of them in the whole movie) for quite a while, and casting was finished only
one month prior to our departure for Chukotka. I saw Grigory Dobrygin, who
was a sophomore student at GITIS, the prime Russian theater school, in a
video of a student play. He had no experience in movies, and I can‘t say
everything went without a hitch at the casting. However, I sensed his
eagerness, his inner strength, and a special connection with his protagonist.
The fact that he was born in Kamchatka, which is even farther East than our
location, was an unexpected surprise. No matter how tough it was, Grigory
worked valiantly, sometimes doing up to twenty-five takes or surviving a
twenty-three hour shooting day. Everything you see him doing in the movie
he did for real, including plunging into the Arctic Ocean or climbing cliffs.
Grigory has a lot of potential, and I am glad that his career has continued to
develop. By the way, I was not jealous when he later became a blockbuster
action-hero [Grigory Dobrygin stars in “Black Lightning” – a super-hero
blockbuster produced by Timur Bekmambetov – Ed.]. His range is diverse
enough to prevent him from becoming pigeonholed in any one single
category.
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Pavel Kostomarov, your Director of Photography, is well-known for
his documentaries. What elements of documentary cinema did you
use while shooting the movie?
Besides being an excellent cinematographer, Pavel is an accomplished
documentary director. When filming Simple Things we used a handheld
camera and did a lot of shooting on the street or in a real hospital. That was
not a stylization, but an organic element of the storytelling. The new story
dictated a completely different approach, with a lot of wide and vista shots to
convey the relationship of man to a vast natural space. A valuable aspect of
Pavel‘s background in documentary cinema, as well as that of Vladimir
Golovnitsky, my sound recordist / editor, is their very acute sense of
authenticity.
Is this story connected somehow with modern times and the present
day? Or is it outside time as far as you are concerned?
I write my own scripts, which for me is the most painful part of the whole
process. It literally takes years for me to develop a story. In the process, the
protagonists become part of me. Or, rather, parts of me take shape and
develop into protagonists, who then take on a life of their own as particular
human beings. I would never intentionally put elements of parable into my
story. However, when the movie meets the audience, if the story grows
beyond the concrete time and place in which it is set, and if it strikes some
universal or personal chord in a viewer, for me this means that my mission
has been accomplished.
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CREDITS
CREW
Director
Screenplay
Producer
Director of Photography
Composer
Editor
Production Design
Sound Editor
Costumes
Make Up
Casting
Sound Recording Mixer
Color

Alexei Popogrebsky
Alexei Popogrebsky
Roman Borisevich and Alexander Kushaev
Pavel Kostomarov
Dmitry Katkhanov
Ivan Lebedev
Gennady Popov
Vladimir Golovnitski
Svetlana Mikhailova
Natalia Angelova
Olga Granina
Ivo Heger
Kirill Bobrov

CAST
Pavel
Sergei

Grigory Dobrygin
Sergei Puskepalis
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